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Ambitious individual with several years of experience in warehouse operations, is 
seeking a opportunity to join a growing organization where my background, proven 
skills and abilities will offer, within the organization, an opportunity for contribution 
and advancement.

EXPERIENCE

Distribution Clerk I
ABC Corporation - 2007 – 2013

 Count and replenish supply areas managed by Materials 
Management.

 Determine appropriate inventory levels to eliminate stock-outs and 
ensure that patient care are not impacted.

 Utilize Lawson System to key orders, issue credits and perform other 
Materials Management Inventory transactions.

 Receive freight into medical facility accurately.
 Work with buyers and or inventory discrepancy clerk to make 

necessary corrections.
 Ships and properly pack vendor returns, repairs and various hospital 

products.
 Fill in at the Customer Service Desk to insure all inquiries are handled 

appropriately.

Distribution Clerk 
ABC Corporation - 2003 – 2007

 Job Duties Worked as a team with customer service representatives, 
operations, and delivery drivers to ensure proper delivery of medical 
supplies.

 Managed all orders from the time they are entered until the delivery 
to the customer.

 Maintained shipments from the warehouse which included; Shipping 
International orders using electric export information system and 
checking inventory for returned goods; Altered manner of 
transportation to customer shipments as requested as well as billed 
freight as needed.

 Worked closely with couriers such as Fedex, UPS, Dominion Freight, 
USPS to ensure proper pick-up and delivery of goods for customer 
shipments.

 Created quotes, bill of ladings, and prepaid labels for all orders using 
various freight companies.

 Certified to ship hazardous material.
 Maintained reports to ensure shipments were organized and could be 
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tracked as needed by other teams..

EDUCATION

 High School Diploma - (Hoggard High School - Wilmington, NC)

SKILLS

Fast Learner, Hard Worker.
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